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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Motoman ArcWorld 1000 Automated Robotic Welding System offers an
economical way to automate MIG welding. It allows you to increase your productivity,
achieve better precision, improve the quality of your welding joints — and do it all safely.
In addition, the ArcWorld 1000 is easy to install and easy to operate — from the very
first day.
The ArcWorld 1000 system consists of a K6 or a K10 robot, an ERC robot controller,
and a positioner (see Figure 1-1). The ArcWorld 1000 also includes an operator station,
safety fencing, and arc curtains.
This ArcWorld 1000 Installation Manual is designed to provide easy-to-follow, step-bystep instructions for installing the Motoman ArcWorld 1000 Automatic Robotic Welding
System. The accompanying video is intended to supplement this manual and to help
simplify installation.
The main components of the ArcWorld 1000 system are:

1.2

•

K6S or K10S Robot

•

Positioner

•

Auxiliary Equipment Common Base

•

Operator Station

•

Safety Equipment

REFERENCE TO OTHER DOCUMENTATION
For additional information, refer to the following:
•

Motoman K6S Robot Manipulator Manual (Part Number 479951-2)

•

Motoman K10S Robot Manipulator Manual (Part Number 479951-4)

•

Motoman K6SB1 Robot Manipulator Manual (Part Number 479951-14)

•

Motoman ERC Programming Manual (Part Number 479950-3)

•

Motoman ERC OP2 Key Function Manual (Part Number 479950-4)

•

Motoman Robotic Welding Manual (Part Number 479950-6)
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Figure 1-1 Completely Assembled ArcWorld 1000 Cell
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2.0 SAFETY
It is the purchaser's responsibility to ensure that all local, county, state, and national codes,
regulations, rules, or laws relating to safety and safe operating conditions for each
installation are met and followed.
We suggest that you obtain and review a copy of the ANSI/RIA National Safety Standard
for Industrial Robots and Robot Systems. This information can be obtained from the
Robotic Industries Association by requesting ANSI/RIA R15.06. The address is as
follows:
Robotic Industries Association
900 Victors Way
P.O. Box 3724
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
TEL: 313/994-6088
FAX: 313/994-3338
Ultimately, the best safeguard is trained personnel. The user is responsible for providing
personnel who are adequately trained to operate, program, and maintain the robot cell.
The robot shall not be operated by personnel who have not been trained.

2.1

STANDARD CONVENTIONS
This manual includes information essential to the safety of personnel and equipment. As
you read through this manual, be alert to the four signal words: DANGER,
WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTE. Pay particular attention to the information
provided under these headings which are defined below (in descending order of severity).

➪

DANGER!
Information appearing under the DANGER caption concerns the
protection of personnel from the immediate and imminent hazards
which, if not avoided, will result in immediate, serious personal
injury or loss of life in addition to equipment damage. Examples are:
Exposed high voltage, open fans, or pinch points.

➪

WARNING!
Information appearing under the WARNING caption concerns the
protection of personnel and equipment from potential hazards which
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can result in personal injury or loss of life in addition to equipment
damage. Examples are: Incorrect body position, insufficient
ventilation, etc.

➪

CAUTION!
Information appearing under the CAUTION caption concerns the
protection of equipment, software, and data from hazards which can
result in minor personal injury or equipment damage.

NOTE:

Information appearing in a NOTE caption provides additional information which is helpful in
understanding the item being explained.

2.2

CAUTIONS AND DANGERS
All operators, programmers, plant and tooling engineers, maintenance personnel,
supervisors and anyone working near the robot must become familiar with the operation
of this equipment! All personnel involved with the operation of the equipment must have
a good knowledge of its safe operation, working range and potential dangers of operation.
All personnel must read and thoroughly understand the manuals and all DANGERs,
WARNINGs, CAUTIONs, and the conditions under which they may occur. Plant safety
personnel must conduct a risk analysis of the completed system and working conditions
prior to its operation.

➪

CAUTION!
System operation may differ due to product improvements, options,
equipment, accessories, and programming technique!
Additional guarding, barriers, interlocked access, pressure mats, and other means of
operator and area protection may be required depending on system installation or location
and system operation. The safe operation of the robot, positioner, auxiliary equipment,
and system is ultimately the user's responsibility. The conditions under which the
equipment will be safely operated should be reviewed by the user. The user must be
aware of the various national codes, RIA safety recommendations and other local codes
that may pertain to the installation and use of industrial equipment. Refer to the ANSI /
RIA publication, "Safety Requirements for Industrial Robots" and other industry
publications for additional safety guidelines.
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➪

DANGER!
Improper wiring can cause severe personal injury or death and can
damage the equipment! Only trained personnel familiar with the
robot manuals, electrical design and equipment interconnections
should be permitted to modify the system.

➪

DANGER!
High voltage can kill! DO NOT touch electrically live parts.
Disconnect and LOCKOUT / TAGOUT all electrical connections to
equipment before making electrical connections.

➪

DANGER!
Check all safety equipment frequently for proper operation! Repair
any non-functioning safety equipment immediately.

➪

DANGER!
This equipment has multiple sources of electrical supply! Electrical
interconnections are made between the ERC controller, External Servo
Box, and other equipment. Disconnect and Lockout all electrical
circuits before making modifications / connections.
The ERC Controller allows the customer to modify its internal logic for maximum robot
performance. Considerable care must be taken when making these modifications.
Double check all modifications under every mode of operation to insure that you have not
created hazardous or dangerous situations that may cause personal injury or damage the
robot or other parts of the system.

➪

DANGER!
All modifications made to the ERC Controller will change the way the
robot operates and can cause severe personal injury or death and can
damage the robot! This includes ERC parameters; LADDER NODES 1, 2,
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or 3; and I/O modifications. Recheck and test all changes at slow
speed.

➪

DANGER!
Any person in the robot cell during teaching must have the robot teach
pendant in their hand!
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➪

DANGER!
Improper operation can damage equipment! Only trained personnel
familiar with the operation of this Motoman robot, the operator's
manuals, the system equipment, options, and accessories should be
permitted to operate this robot system.

➪

DANGER!
Do not enter the robot cell while it is in operation. Place the robot in
E-STOP mode and check that all motion has stopped before entering
the cell.
Read and understand the following messages and the other messages used throughout
this manual.

➪

CAUTION!
Improper connections can damage the robot! All connections must be
made within the standard voltage and current ratings of the robot I/O.

➪

CAUTION!
The robot must be placed into E-STOP mode whenever it is NOT in use!

NOTE:

Back up all your programs and jobs onto a floppy disk whenever program changes are made! A
backup must always be made before any servicing or changes are made to options, accessories, or
equipment to avoid loss of information, programs, or jobs.
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3.0 INSTALLATION
3.1

MATERIALS NEEDED

3.1.1

Number of Workers

➪

CAUTION!
Installation of the ArcWorld 1000 is not a task for the novice. The
ArcWorld 1000 is not fragile, but it is a highly sophisticated robotic
system and workers should handle the components with care. Banging
the components into obstacles and other rough handling could damage
the electronic components of the system.
The ArcWorld 1000 can be installed in just a short time by only three workers. The more
people involved (within reason), the more quickly installation can be completed.
Although the ArcWorld 1000 is designed for easy installation, established safety
procedures should be followed AT ALL TIMES throughout the installation process.
Failure to use common sense and good safety practices can result in damage to the
equipment and injury to the workers. Don’t take chances. Be safe.
All system hardware necessary for installing the ArcWorld 1000 is included with the
system.

3.1.2

NOTE:

Customer-Supplied Items
•

Gas bottle for the welding torch

•

Incoming power supply

The ArcWorld 1000 is configured for three-phase 460/480 VAC unless other voltage was requested
before shipment.
•

NOTE:

Incoming air supply (80 scfm at 90 psig)

Incoming air supply is needed for heavy-duty positioner only.
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3.1.3

NOTE:

List of Tools
•

Phillips screwdriver

•

Flat screwdriver

•

Level

•

Adjustable wrench set

•

Hammer

•

Air impact gun with 3/4-inch socket

•

Ratchet with 3/4-inch socket

•

Hammer drill with appropriate concrete bits

•

Socket-head (Allen) wrench set (standard)

•

Socket-head (Allen) wrench set (metric)

•

Two 6-inch C-clamps

•

Open-end wrench set

•

Socket set

•

Safety glasses

•

Gloves

•

Face shields

•

Forklift

•

Overhead crane (optional)

•

Stepladder

•

Ohmmeter

•

Wire cutters

•

Two earth ground cables

•

Two earth ground stakes

No special tools are needed.
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3.2

SITE PREPARATION
To prepare the site, follow these steps:
1. Clear the floor space needed for the unit (see Figure 3-1).

NOTE:

The unit itself, when fully assembled, will require an area 10 feet by 17.5 feet. To make installation
easier, however, an additional 8 to 10 feet on all sides is recommended.
2. Assemble all of the customer-supplied items and required tools listed in Section 3.1.

10 Feet
Gas Bottle
ERC

Welding
Power
Source
Auxiliary
Equipment
Common Base
Robot/Positioner
Common Base

17.5
Feet
Assembled
Fence

Operator
Station

Figure 3-1 Area Needed for Installation
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3.3

INSTALLING THE ROBOT/POSITIONER COMMON BASE
The robot/positioner common base and the operator station are shipped on a large
wooden shipping skid.
To install the robot/positioner common base, follow these steps:

➪

CAUTION!
The ArcWorld 1000 components should be handled carefully to avoid
collisions and other possibly damaging occurrences.
1. Unbolt the robot/positioner common base from the wooden shipping skid (see Figure
3-2).
2. Using a forklift, lift the common base and remove it from the wooden shipping skid

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Air Impact Gun
with 3/4" Socket

Shipping Bolt

Shipping Crate

Figure 3-2
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3. Carefully remove the protective plastic wrapping from around the robot and the
positioner (see Figure 3-3).
4. Inspect the robot and the positioner for any shipping damage.

NOTE:

If damage is found, contact the shipper.

Robot

Machined
Surface

Positioner
Table

Forklift Blades

Figure 3-3
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5. Using a forklift, set the robot/positioner common base into place (see Figure 3-4).

NOTE:

There should be adequate room on all sides of the positioner for the fencing, the operator station, the
safety mats, and the auxiliary equipment common base.
6. Remove the operator station from the skid and set it out of the way.
10 Feet

14
Feet

Figure 3-4 Location of the Robot/Positioner Common Base in the Cell Area

3.3.1

Changing the Position of the Robot
The ArcWorld 1000 robot is shipped in its optimum position on the common base.
However, certain special welding applications may require different positioning in relation
to the positioner table. Therefore, the robot is designed so its position can be changed.

NOTE:

If the position of the robot must be changed, it is important to do so before removing the shipping
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brackets or installing the torch assembly.
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To change the position of the robot, follow these steps:
1. Remove the four bolts connecting the robot riser to the common base.
2. Attach a chain hook to each of the eyebolts (see Figure 3-5) on the robot body.
3. Attach the chains to a forklift or overhead crane.

➪

CAUTION!
Be sure to use a spreader bar to keep the dual chains from pulling
against the robot assembly and damaging it.
4. Using the forklift or overhead crane, carefully lift the robot and move robot to the
desired position on the common base.
5. Align the holes on the robot riser with the holes on the common base.
6. Bolt the robot securely to the common base.

Overhead Crane
Use Spreader Bar to
Avoid Damaging Robot
Attach Chains to
Overhead Crane

Figure 3-5 Changing the Position of the Robot
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3.3.2

Removing the Shipping Brackets

➪

CAUTION!
Failure to remove shipping brackets from robot before operating the
ArcWorld 1000 may result in damage to the robot drive mechanisms.
Two bright yellow brackets (see Figure 3-6) keep the robot from moving during
shipping. The larger bracket secures the lower arm assembly to the S-axis housing. The
smaller bracket on the side of the robot keeps the S-axis housing from pivoting.
After the robot/positioner common base is in place, remove the shipping brackets from
the robot.

Remove Both
Yellow Shipping
Brackets
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Figure 3-6 Location of Shipping Brackets
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3.3.3

Installing the Torch Assembly
The ArcWorld 1000 includes either a TA-4 air-cooled torch assembly or a TW-5 watercooled torch assembly. The air-cooled torch is shipped in an accessories box, which is
secured to the top of the welding power source. The water-cooled torch is secured to the
robot.
To install the torch assembly, follow these steps:
1. Remove the accessories box from the welding power source.
2. Remove the air-cooled torch (if that is what is included with the system) from the
accessories box.
3. Plug the small plastic connector end of the retractile cord (see Figure 3-7) into the
breakaway and the other end into the wire feeder housing.

NOTE:

The white T mark on the torch assembly should be aligned with the white T mark on the breakaway.
4. Plug the end of the torch into the feeder housing.
5. Tighten the black knob on the housing to secure the connection.
Tighten
Black Knob

Cable
Box

Tool Balancer
Rectractile
Cord

Feeder
Housing

Breakaway

Torch
Assembly
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Figure 3-7 Installing the Torch Assembly
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3.3.4

Installing the Wire Guide
The wire guide is shipped in an accessories box.
To install the wire guide, follow these steps:
1. Remove the wire guide cable from the accessories box.
2. Screw the connector end of the wire guide cable into the feeder housing (see Figure 38) by turning connector clockwise until it is hand-tight.
3. Put the other end of the wire guide cable into the side mount and tighten the
thumbscrew.

Feeder Housing

Robot

Screw connector
into place
Connect and
tighten
screw

Wire Guide

Figure 3-8 Installing the Wire Guide
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3.4

INSTALLING THE FENCING
The fencing that makes up the welding cell’s protective walls is shipped on its own skid
(see Figure 3-9), along with the safety mats and safety mat trim, all the hardware needed
for the fencing, and specific assembly documentation. Additional documentation is
included in the Read Me First documentation packet, which is connected to the ERC..
The documentation should be consulted during assembly.
To install the fencing, follow these steps:

NOTE:

The rear wall is the wall behind the robot, and the front wall is the wall in front of the positioner. The
right wall is the wall that is on the right as you are facing the front wall, and the left wall is the wall
that is on the left as you are facing the front wall.
1. Cut the bands that secure the metal fencing, the safety mats, and the safety mat trim
and remove the fencing, the safety mats, and the safety mat trim from the skid.

Safety
Mats
Safety Mat
Junction Box

Metal Banding

Wooden
Shipping Skid

Figure 3-9 Crated Fencing Skid
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2. Lay the fence components in place on the floor around the robot/positioner (see
Figure 3-10).

Rear Wall

Right Wall

Door Opening

Left Wall

Front Wall

Figure 3-10 Fencing Laid Out on Floor Around Robot
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3. Connect the bottom section of the rear wall to two fence posts (see Figure 3-11, Step
A).

NOTE:

The gate post must be connected to the left side of the rear wall. The gate post has a latch and a
stop.
4. Connect a fence post to the front end of the bootom section of the right side wall (see
Figure 3-11, Step B).
5. Stand both walls up and bolt them together at the corner post (see Figure 3-11, Step
C).
6. Connect a fence post to the left side of the top section of the front wall (see Figure 311, Step D).

Step A
Attach both posts

Step C
Stand rear wall
and attach to right wall

Rear Wall

Right Wall

Step D
Step B

Attach post to front
wall, then stand
front wall and attach to
right wall

Attach post

Front Wall

Figure 3-11 Assembling the Fence Walls
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7. Lift the front wall and center it carefully over the positioner (see Figure 3-12).

NOTE:

The positioner table should extend 30 inches in front of the fence and align with the metal arc screen.

Figure 3-12 Centering the Front Wall Over the Positioner
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8. Clamp the front wall to the positioner arc screen with large C-clamps, using two
pieces of wood as buffers to protect the surface of the metal screen (see Figure 3-13).

NOTE:

The clamps will hold the wall in place while you install the rest of the cell.

Wood

Fencing
Large
C-Clamp
Positioner
Arc Screen

Figure 3-13 Wall Clamped to Arc Screen with C-Clamps
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9. Connect a fence post to the end of the bottom section of the left wall (see Figure 314).
10. Stand the left wall up and bolt it to the post on the front fence wall.

Attach post,
stand left wall,
and attach to
front wall

Figure 3-14 Installing the Left Wall
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11. Install the top door rail across the door opening, using the clamps provided (see
Figure 13-15).

Figure 3-15 Installing the Top Door Rail
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12. Install the top section of the left wall by bolting it to the bottom section and to both
posts (see Figure 3-16).

Figure 3-16 Installing the Top Section of the Left Wall
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13. Lift the cell door and slide it into position on the door rail.
14. Close the door and install the remaining door rail clamp (see Figure 3-17).
15. Install the stop bolt and tighten the clamp.

Stop Bolt
Door Rail

Door
Rail
Clamp

Cell Door

Figure 3-17 Installation of Final Door Rail Clamp
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16. Install the top section of the rear wall by bolting it to the bottom section and to both
end posts.
17. Install the top section of the right wall by bolting it to the bottom section and to both
end posts.
18. Remove the C-clamps from the metal arc screen.
19. Put the bottom sections of the front wall in place on both sides of the positioner table.
20. Bolt the bottom sections of the front wall to the top section and to the end posts.
21. Adjust the door hangers until the door latching mechanism latches firmly and
securely.
22. Ensure that the cell walls are square.
23. Ensure that the front wall is centered over the positioner table.
24. Ensure that there is a 1/2" clearance on either side of the metal arc screen (see Figure
3-18).

1

2

3

4

5

Positioner Table

Assembled
Fence

Figure 3-18 Clearance on Side of Metal Arc Screen
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25. Insert a concrete drill bit through the center of the fence wall feet and drill the holes for
the lag bolts.
26. Using a shop-vac, clear concrete dust from holes.
27. Using lag bolts supplied, lag the cell walls to the floor (see Figure 3-19).

Lag
Fence
Here

Lag
Fence
Here

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Lag
Fence
Here

Lag
Fence
Here

Lag
Fence
Here

Figure 3-19 Location of Places to Lag Cell Walls to Floor
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28. Using the bottom cell door guide (see Figure 3-20) as a template, mark the location of
the two mounting holes.
29. Remove the bottom cell door guide.
30. Insert a concrete drill bit through the center of the pads and drill the holes for the lag
bolts.
31. Using a shop-vac, clear concrete dust from holes.
32. Position the cell door guide.
33. Using lag bolts supplied, lag cell door guide to floor in order to ensure smooth door
operation.

Sliding Door
Cell Door Guide

Figure 3-20 Bottom Cell Door Guide
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3.5

INSTALLING THE ARC CURTAINS
Once the cell walls are fully assembled and lagged to the floor, they must be covered
with the arc curtains. The arc curtains are shipped in an accessories box.
To install the arc curtains, follow these steps:

➪

DANGER!
Do not install the arc curtains until after the cell walls have been
lagged to the floor. Cell walls can fall and cause injury to personnel
and damage to equipment.
1. Unfold the pieces of material and install one piece on the inside of each cell wall,
using the supplied wire ties and the eyelets in the material (see Figure 3-21)

NOTE:

The pieces of material have been pre-cut to match the cell walls.

NOTE:

Each safety curtain bag contains documentation that includes the arc screen's dimensions. If
necessary, these dimensions can be used to match the piece of material to the correct cell wall.
2. Ensure that there are no gaps between the arc curtains.
3. Install the door panel safety curtain on the outside of the door panel, using the
supplied wire ties and the eyelets in the material.

Eyelets

Secure Arc
Curtains to Fencing
Using Wire Ties
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Figure 3-21 Securing the Arc Curtains
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3.6

INSTALLING THE SAFETY MATS
The safety mats provided with the ArcWorld 1000 are used to prevent anyone from
entering the positioner area while the positioner is sweeping. If someone steps on the
safety mats when the positioner is sweeping, the entire system will E-stop.
The proper way to handle a safety mat is to grasp it by the long edges and lift, while
causing a slight bow down the length of the mat (see Figure 3-22). This prevents the mat
from bending across its width, which could cause a kink or bend in the internal electrode
assembly.

Hold mat on sides and
allow to bow as shown
to avoid damage

Mat Cord and Junction Box placed
on top to avoid tripping or damage

Figure 3-22 Proper Way to Handle a Safety Mat

To install the safety mats, follow these steps:

➪

CAUTION!
Mats are susceptible to edge damage and bending. Be careful not to
impact the edges or corners of the mats. Do not attempt to lift large
mats alone.
1. Vacuum or sweep the floor surfaces where the mats will be mounted to ensure that
surfaces are flat, smooth, and free of debris.
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2. Set the safety mats into place in front of the positioner (see Figure 3-23).
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Perimeter
Trim
Left Safety Mat

Figure 3-23

Activation
Strips

Right Safety Mat

Placement of the Safety Mats in Front of the Positioner

3. Using the hardware provided, bolt the safety mat junction box to the front of the
positioner.

NOTE:

The perimeter trim is the trim that is placed along the outside perimeter of the safety mats. The
activation strips are the wider pieces of trim that are used to cover the seam where two safety
mats join.
4. Set the two activation strips into place.
5. Set the safety mat perimeter trim into place.
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NOTE:

For the perimeter trim, use a 1/4" drill bit; for the activation strips, use a 9/32" drill bit.
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6. Holding the activation strips and the perimeter trim securely in place, drill 1 inch deep
through the pre-drilled holes into the mounting surface (floor).

NOTE:

With the activation strips, it is important to drill straight down into the mounting surface. The active
threshold is designed to "float" up and down as it is walked on. An angled mounting screw might
interfere with this operation.
7. Remove the activation strips and the perimeter trim.
8. Remove any debris that may have gotten beneath the mats.
9. Replace the activation strips and the perimeter trim.
10. Insert the appropriate anchors into the holes for the perimeter trim and the activation
strips.
11. Insert the #10 x 1-1/4" screws into the perimeter trim.
12. Tighten the screws until they hold the mats securely.
13. Insert the #12 x 1-1/2" screws (with the smooth shank near the head) into the
activation strips.
14. Tighten only until screw head makes contact with activation strips, and then back off
1/8 to 1/4 turn.

NOTE:

Overtightening the activation strip screws can cause the mats to send a continuous stop signal.
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3.7

INSTALLING THE AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT COMMON
BASE
The auxiliary equipment common base contains the welding power source and the ERC
controller (see Figure 3-24). It may also include the water circulator and/or the Com-Arc,
which are options.
The auxiliary equipment common base is shipped on a wooden shipping skid. The
accessories boxes are secured to the top of the welding power source.

ERC
Cabinet

Com-Arc
ERC

Water
Circulator

Welding
Power Source

Auxiliary Equipment
Common Base

Figure 3-24 Auxiliary Equipment Common Base
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To install the auxiliary equipment common base, follow these steps:
1. Unbolt the auxiliary equipment common base from the wooden shipping skid (see
Figure 3-25).
2. Using a forklift, lift the base and remove it from the wooden shipping skid.
3. Carefully remove the protective plastic wrapping and cardboard from around the
auxiliary equipment common base.
4. Remove the accessories boxes from the welding power source and set them to the
side where they will be out of the way until needed.
5. Inspect the auxiliary equipment common base components for any shipping damage.

NOTE:

If damage is found, contact the shipper.
6. Using a forklift, set the auxiliary equipment common base into place at the rear of the
ArcWorld cell (see Figure 3-26).

NOTE:

The auxiliary equipment common base should be located approximately two feet behind the cell.

Auxiliary Equipment
Common Base

Air Impact Gun
with 3/4" Socket

Shipping Bolt

Shipping Bolt

Shipping Crate

Figure 3-25 Unbolting the Auxiliary Equipment Common Base
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ERC

Welding
Power
Source

Auxiliary
Equipment
Common Base

2 Feet

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Assembled
Fence

Figure 3-26 Location of the Auxiliary Equipment Common Base
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3.8

INSTALLING THE OPERATOR STATION
To install the operator station, follow these steps:
1. Set the operator station into place (see Figure 3-27).

Auxiliary
Equipment
Common Base

Gas Bottle
ERC

Welding
Power
Source

Assembled
Fence
Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Optional
Location of
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Figure 3-27 Location of the Operator Station
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3.9

INSTALLING THE TORCH TENDER OPTION
The torch tender (which is an option) is shipped on the auxiliary equipment common
base. To install the torch tender, follow these steps:
1. Remove the torch tender from the robot shipping crate.
2. Set the torch tender into place (see Figure 3-2).
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4.0 LEVELING AND SECURING THE EQUIPMENT
After everything is in position, the equipment should be leveled and then secured to the
floor. The lag bolts are shipped in the accessories box. Refer to your ArcWorld 1000
Operations and Maintenance manuals for floor loading requirements.
To level and secure the equipment, follow these steps:
1. Level the robot/positioner common base by adjusting the leveling bolts (see Figures
4-1 and 4-2).

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Leveling
Bolts (6)

Figure 4-1 Location of Leveling Bolts on Robot/Postioner Common Base
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Turn to Level

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Leveling Bolt

Figure 4-2 Close-Up of Leveling Bolts

2. Insert a 1/2" concrete drill bit through the center of the leveling bolts (see Figure 4-3)
and drill the holes for the lag bolts.

Hammer Drill
with Appropriate
Size Concrete Bit

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Leveling Bolt

Figure 4-3 Drill Bit Inserted Through Center of Leveling Bolt
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3. Using a shop-vac, clear concrete dust from holes.
4. Using lag bolts supplied, lag the robot/positioner common base to the floor.
5. Level the auxiliary equipment common base by adjusting the leveling bolts (see
Figure 4-4).
6. Insert a 1/2" concrete drill bit through the center of the leveling bolts and drill the
holes for the lag bolts.
7. Using lag bolts supplied, lag the auxiliary equipment common base to the floor.

ERC

Welding
Power
Source

Auxiliary Equipment
Common Base

Leveling
Bolts (4)

Figure 4-4 Location of Leveling Bolts on Auxiliary Equipment Common Base
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5.0 CONNECTING THE EQUIPMENT
5.1

CONNECTING THE CABLES
After components are level and securely in place, the cables should be unwrapped from
around the equipment and laid out according to the cable diagram included in the system
drawing package. Each cable connection is clearly identified for ease of installation.

5.1.1

Connecting the Earth Ground
The robot and the ERC must each be connected to an earth ground. An earth ground is a
ground in which the equipment is connected to a ground stake driven into the earth. The
ground stake must be driven a minimum of eight feet into the earth, and the earth must be
treated with chemicals in order to reduce resistance to the ground stake. Deeper ground
stakes may be required depending on area soil conditions. A maximum of 100 ohms
ground resistance is recommended.

➪

WARNING!
If proper earth grounds cannot be provided, do not use the equipment!
Serious injury or death can occur.

➪

WARNING!
Do not place the MIG system within 50 feet of other sources of noise
(i.e., GTAW arc starters, Plasma cutters, induction furnaces, highpower-resistance spot welders, dielectric heaters, etc.). Equipment
that generates impulse or high-frequency noise can cause unexpected
equipment operation and failure, which can result in serious injury or
death.
To ground the robot and the ERC, follow these steps:

NOTE:

If the robot and the ERC are within 15 feet of each other, a common earth ground may be used.
Otherwise, separate earth grounds must be used.
1. Connect one end of the first earth ground cable to the lug marked EARTH GROUND
on the bottom back of the robot.
2. Connect the other end of the first earth ground cable to the earth ground stake.
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3. Connect one end of the second earth ground cable to the common ground bus bar
inside the ERC.
4. Connect the other end of the second earth ground cable to the earth ground stake.
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5.1.2

Connecting the Welding Ground
The ground welding cable is shipped in an accessories box. To connect the ground
welding cable, follow these steps:
1. Remove the ground welding cable from the accessories box.
2. Connect one end of the ground welding cable to the grounding bolt located on the
base of the positioner (see Figure 5-2).

Negative
Ground
Cable

Lower Fencing
on Front Wall

Robot/Positioner
Common Base

Figure 5-2 Grounding Bolt on Base of Positioner
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3. Connect the other end of the ground welding cable to the negative (-) terminal on the
welding power source (see Figure 5-3).

4
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Ground Welding Cable
(Goes to Grounding
Bolt on Positioner)

5-3
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5.1.3

Connecting the Robot
The wire feeder on the robot contains five cables and hoses that must be connected to
various components (see Figure 5-4). These cables and hoses are enclosed in a leather
casing.
To connect the five cables and hoses, follow these steps:
1. Connect the wire feeder control cable on the robot to the FEEDHEAD connection on
the side of the ERC (see Figure 5-5).
2. Connect the two water hoses to the connections on the water circulator that are
marked WATER-IN and WATER-OUT.

NOTE:

It does not matter which water hose goes in WATER-IN and which one goes in WATER-OUT.
3. Connect the welding power source cable to the positive (+) terminal on the welding
power source (see Figure 5-3).
4. Connect the gas hose to the gas supply.

Wire Feeder
Control Cable

Gas Hose

Water
Hose
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Figure 5-4 Robot Cables and Hoses Enclosed in Leather Casing
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Side of ERC Cabinet

Cable Cover Plate

Power
Source
Connection

Power Source Cable
(goes to Wire Feeder #2
Connection on Welding
Power Source)

Feedhead
Connection

Wire Feeder
Control Cable
(goes to Back
of Robot)

2BC
(goes to Back
of Robot)

1BC
(goes to Back
of Robot)

Figure 5-5 Power Source Cable, Wire Feeder Control Cable, and 1BC and 2BC Cable Connections
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5.1.4

Connecting the ERC
To connect the ERC, follow these steps:
1. Connect the two large shiny black cables on the ERC to the back of the robot (see
Figure 5-6). The smaller of the two cables should be on the left and the larger on the
right.

Back of Robot

To Connection
on ERC Cabinet

Figure 5-6 Connecting the ERC to the Robot
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2. Remove the power source cable from the accessories box.
3. Connect the power source cable to the ERC connection (see Figure 5-5).
4. Connect the other end of the power source cable to the WIRE FEED #2
CONNECTION on the welding power source.
5. Remove the cable plate on the side of the ERC cabinet.
6. Insert the positioner cable (see Figure 5-7).

Side of ERC Cabinet

Secure with Screws

Positioner
Cable

Figure 5-7 Positioner Cable Location on ERC
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7. Attach the cable plate with the screws provided.
8. Open the ERC cabinet and connect the positioner cable to the matching numbered
CPC connector inside (see Figure 5-8).

Inside of ERC
Cabinet

Cable Cover

Positioner
Cable

CPC
Connectors

Figure 5-8 Positioner Cable Location Inside ERC
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9. Remove the cable plate from the side of the ERC.
10. Insert the operator station cable (see Figure 5-9).
11. Attach the cable plate to the side of the ERC cabinet with the screws provided.
12. Open the ERC cabinet and connect the operator station cable to the matching
numbered CPC connector inside the cabinet (see Figure 5-10).
13. Connect the green ground wire to the ground plate on the bottom left of the ERC
cabinet.

Side of ERC Cabinet

Secure with Screws
Operator
Station
Cable

Figure 5-9 Operator Station Cable Location on ERC
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Wire Cover
Removed

Inside of
ERC Cabinet

Ground Plate
Ground Wire

Green
Ground
Wire

Operator
Station
Cable

Remaining
CPC Connector

5-10 Operator Station Cable Location Inside ERC
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5.1.5

Connecting the Water Circulator
To connect the water circulator, follow these steps:
1. Plug the water circulator into the welding power source.

➪

WARNING!
Do not use automotive antifreeze. Automotive antifreeze has stop
leak additives that will clog the small GTAW torch water cooling
ports. The additives will damage gaskets in the pump. Use Dynaflux
Inc. Defense DF929 or equivalent Ethelene Glycol with fungus
inhibitors and emulsion lubrication.
2. Fill the water circulator tank with 70% distilled water and 30% Defense DF929
antifreeze and pump lubricant (Dynaflux, Inc.). Do not fill water circulator past fill
line.
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5.2

CONNECTING THE DOOR INTERLOCKS
For operator safety, the welding cell has an interlocked door (see Figure 5-11). If the
door is opened during automatic operation, the robot will come to an emergency stop.

Door Interlock
Cables

ERC

Auxiliary
Equipment
Common Base

Assembled
Fence

Figure 5-11 Door Interlock Locations
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➪

WARNING!
The door interlocks should NEVER be defeated. Entry into the cell area
during robot operation is hazardous due to pinch points and robot
movement.
To connect the door interlocks, follow these steps:
1. Remove the two door interlock cables from the accessories box.
2. Plug one end of one of the door interlock cables into the Sentrol unit on the fence post
(see Figure 5-12).

Sentrol Unit

Wire Tie to Fencing

Wire Tie to Fencing

Side of ERC
Cabinet
Door Interlock
Cables from ERC

To Door Interlocks
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Figure 5-12 Door Interlock Connections
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3. Close and latch the cell door.
4. Set the ohmmeter to measure continuity.
5. Attach the ohmmeter leads to the pins in the cable connected to the Sentrol unit (see
Figure 5-13).
6. Measure continuity.

NOTE:

If Sentrol unit does not show continuity, follow the procedure below this one.
7. Plug the other end of the door interlock cable into the Sentrol connection on the ERC.
8. Plug one end of the remaining cable into the door connection on the ERC.
9. Plug the other end of the cable into the door plug.
10. Wire-tie the door interlock cables to the fencing.

Sentrol Unit

+

–

Ohmmeter

Figure 5-13 Attaching Ohmmeter Leads to the Sentrol Plug Pins
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If Sentrol unit does not show continuity, follow these steps:
1. Set the gap between the two parts of the Sentrol unit. The gap between the two parts
of the Sentrol unit should be 1/8" to 1/4".
2. Loosen the bolts on the door-mounted part of the Sentrol unit.
3. Line up the cross-hairs of the two units (see Figure 5-14).

NOTE:

When cross-hairs are aligned, the meter will register continuity.
4. Tighten the bolts on the door-mounted part of the unit.
5. Loosen the bolts on the pole-mounted part of the Sentrol unit.
6. Tighten the bolts on the pole-mounted part of the unit.
7. Use the ohmmeter to ensure that continuity is still registering.
8. Test the door interlocks by opening the door. You should lose continuity when the
door opens.

Sentrol Unit

Cross
Hairs

Figure 5-14 Cross-Hairs Aligned on the Sentrol Unit
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5.3

CONNECTING THE SAFETY MATS
To connect the safety mat junction box to the ERC, follow these steps:

➪

CAUTION!
Opposite polarity connectors must be matched for proper connection.
Otherwise, damage to connectors may occur.

➪

CAUTION!
Route wires and cables away from hazardous work areas to avoid wire
breakage and unnecessary interruption of cell operation.
1. Remove the yellow cable from the accessories box.
2. Plug one end of the yellow cable into the connection on the ERC.
3. Plug the other end of the yellow cable into the bottom of the safety mat junction box
(see Figure 5-15).

SYSTEM
OPERATING
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Figure 5-15 Safety Mat Junction Box
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5.4

CONNECTING THE TEACH PENDANT
To connect the teach pendant, follow these steps:
1. Hang the teach pendant on the hook on the side of the ERC (see Figure 5-16).
2. Plug the teach pendant cord into the connector on the side of the ERC.

Teach Pendant

Teach Pendant
Connector

ECR Cabinet

Figure 5-16 Teach Pendant in Place
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5.5

CONNECTING THE POWER
After all of the system components have been properly installed, it is time to connect the
power to the ArcWorld 1000.

➪

DANGER!
Power should be connected only by a qualified electrician.
To connect the power to the ArcWorld 1000, follow these steps:
1. Open the disconnect box on the ERC.
2. Connect the incoming power leads.
3. Open the disconnect box on the welding power source.
4. Connect the incoming power leads.

NOTE:

The ArcWorld 1000 is configured for three-phase 460/480 VAC unless other voltage was requested
before shipment. If other voltage is required for your plant, you must make the necessary
modifications to both the transformer and the welding power source. The transformer is located on
the left-hand side of the ERC cabinet. A diagram for modifying the transformer is located under the lid
of the transformer box. Information for modifying the welding power source can be found by
removing the lid of the welding power source.
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6.0 CONDUCTING A SAFETY CHECK
Before starting the unit, take a few moments to conduct a safety check.
To conduct a safety check, follow these steps:
1. Ensure that there is a 1/2" clearance on either side of the positioner table.
2. Ensure that the safety mats are placed correctly.
3. Ensure that both of the yellow shipping brackets have been removed from the robot.
4. Ensure that cell door interlocks are connected.
5. Ensure that all of the cable connections are tight.
6. Ensure that the welding power source is set correctly (see the welding power source
manual).
7. Ensure that line power matches jumper settings.
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Congratulations
Your ArcWorld 1000 is now ready for power-up. However, it should only be operated
by personnel who have received operator training from Motoman or an approved
Motoman integrator and are familiar with the operation of this Motoman robot model.
For continued safe operation, be sure to consult the appropriate safety and operator’s
manuals.
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APPENDIX A - MECHANICAL DRAWINGS
This section contains the following mechanical drawings:

Drawing Number

Title

130150

ArcWorld 1000 System Outline

1-3

130156

180° Positioner Turntable

1-3

131069

180° Positioner Turntable

1
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APPENDIX B - ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
This section contains the following mechanical drawings:

Drawing Number

Title

130150

ArcWorld 1000 System Outline
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Figure 5-1 Cable Routing Diagram
Note that this illustration was in the original version but was subsequently removed (EDL
8/6/96).
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